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NEW BOOKS 

AMERICAN-IRISH VERSE 
"THE BLOSSOMY BOUGH." By SHAEMUS O'SHEEL. Published at 

124 West 19th Street, New York. Price $I. 
"SINGING RHETORIC" is the phrase that most aptly describes the contents of 

the well-bound and well-covered volume that has come to us from America. 
One searches in vain for a piece that has behind it anything but the memory of 
another poem. The Yeats of " The Wind among the Reeds " is the poet who is 
brought most often to our minds in reading these verses. Mr. O'Sheel is young 
enough to be enthusiastic about his masters-" That I have come to write in such 
a manner that many undeservedly praise me as an imitator of Yeats is because I 
greatly believe that Yeats has carried English lyric poetry to its highest point in 
the purity of his restrictions, as well as the new subtlety of his rhythms and the 
magic of his symbolism." That is very mannerly of Mr. O'Sheel. " If com- 
mercialists, if Brahmins, if dilettanti scorn them, I am consoled by the 
consciousness that I have laboured, sincerely and proudly, that is all one can do " 
Read Chaucer, Mr. O'Sheel. There you will find a most wonderful faculty-the 
faculty of laughing at one's conventional compositions. If Chaucer in his youth 
had written " The Poet Laments on Burning a Letter from his Lady," he would 
(afterwards perhaps) have put in that consciously humorous touch that make 
such verses charming little satires on current sentimentalities. Mr. O'Sheel has 
written- 

"I have only a little unlovely plate of tin, 
Sweetheart, to burn your precious letter in. 

I would I had an altar of jade, green as a shaded pool in July, 
Carved by some man long dust who was a white; quiet flame while he breathed, 
With all the most secret symbols of the desire that does not die; 
I would it were winged with two candelabra of yellow ivory, copper-pleated, 
Each with seven arms and seven waxen candles, with golden rose leaves enwreathed 
And in the centre a sunken bowl of red gold." 

AN INDIAN REVIEW 

THE HINDUSTAN REVIEW " has been credited with fulfilling an admir- 
[able function-that of lifting the brain-cap of educated India and permitting 

English-reading to see the thoughts that are moving there. It is a bulky publi- 
cation; the articles are well written, and many of them are of interest to people 
outside India and Indian affairs. In the number to hand the case for Indian 
development is stated with great moderation and great dignity by the Hon. Mr. 
Gokhale in a paper which he has since read at the Universal Races Congress. 
" When the men and women of India begin again to grow to the full height of 
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